Individual panels can be connected
	
   such as
using titles

Symmetry and flow are as important as the material itself. If the arrangement
or consistency of visual elements is distracting the poster is no longer an
effective communication media. Be aware of distance viewing and perception.

1) Abstract,
2) Introduction,
3) Methodology,
4) Results/Initial Findings,
5) Discussion/Expected Benefits,
6) Acknowledgements, …

Long panel at top-center for title/author banner, associated logos.

Example Title for Poster Presentations

The formatting arrangement should
have a distinct/obvious flow.

Jon Doe1, Co-Doe One2, Co-Doe Two3

Results/Preliminary Findings:
- Focus results on key
findings/concepts
o expressing significances
o focus on those which address the
objectives of the study

106.67 cm (42 in)

Introduction:
- Introduces the reader to the
study or concept being
summarized.
- Clearly and concisely states
objectives.

Example Title for Poster Presentations
1
2
3
Jon Doe , Co-Doe One , Co-Doe Two

Abstract

86.36 cm (34 in)

Abstract:
- This should be the abstract
body which was submitted for
review.
- An alternative to this section is
having handouts of the
submitted abstract available.

Results

Methodology:

Figures:
- Figures should be stand alone.
o headings should be concise but descriptive
o graph axis should be labeled
o keep figures clear and quickly
communicate a message
o reduce cluttering within and among
figures and graphics

Introduction

Conclusion:

Figure 1 Figure Title.

Figure 2. Figure Title

Methodology:
- Concisely describes the
o experimental design, and
o field/laboratory methodology used or
proposed to reach objectives

Figure 3 Figure Title.

Figure 4. Figure Title

Notes:
1) The title and visual display will draw interest or it will distract viewers.
2) Keep the poster simple avoid complexities unless necessary.
3) You know your studies;make sure the poster and other communications
reflect this.
4) Have colleagues review your poster and any supporting documentation in
advance of the presentation

Literature Cited:

Conclusions:
- Discussion of the
o Results in relation to objectives
o Impacts or considerations due to
results

Citations, acknowledgements, … :
- There are options for displaying citations and
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acknowledgements.
Deleted:
o if necessary use additional media sources for distribution of
sources
o this area could also be used for contact information

